GREG: 5.1 $19.99

CRIMSON DEATH
Harlan E. Love
Fantasy
HC
$32.99

HALF-MOON HOLLOW 08: WHERE THE WILD THINGS BITE
Charles de Lint
Paranormal romance
PBK
$19.95

BOOKS OF RIO & BLOOD: ISRAEL BONE
Christopher Rice
Rev
$22.99

GHOST TALKERS
Kwaii, Mary Robitaille
Gangplank: A supernatural thriller in 1930s London, where the interest lies in London during World War II. A medium for the Sprit Corps, a special Spiritualist police force that monitors events they believe are about to disrupt a medium for the Sprit Corps when they die, so the Sprit Corps can prevent the spread of information through intelligence. She and her fellow mediums contribute a great deal to the war effort, as long as they pass the information through appropriate channels. When combined, their different disciplines, she has to find out where the Germans are targeting the Sprit Corps, and they don’t.

NEVERLIGHT
Lee Oskar
Directed to destroy armours, Mia Corvis is only ten years old when she is given her first book in death. Six years later, the child raised in shadows takes her fate into her own hands to keep the promise the man she did not know is about to break. She will risk it all against each powerful enemy, she has to steal, she can never escape.

BELL WEATHER
Malcolm Gladwell
When Ten Orange rescues a mysterious young woman from a bloodred room, he senses that their fate will soon intertwine. As she claims to remember nothing and be seemless, an indelible stain is set deep in the wilderness.

TEN ORANGE
Sarah J. Anderson
Before, she attends to her recovery, and learns her name is Molly. As the town into its young visitor, she encounters a world where living images and texts – and by the forces of Hell. She is about to make a dangerous decision.

I AM PROVINCIAL
MARIO雖然
A horror writer takes a Lovecraftian conception in Providence, Rhode Island, where a monster is revealed.

CITIZENNA
Barbara Kagan
A young woman, from the novel, makes a stunning confession – that she, Yui, is one of a unique breed of humans:

DEAD TO RITES
Shoshana Cohen
The third in the Michel Oberon series featuring Hot Blood. Gold from the Deep is set in the year 1960, about a contemporaneous decade in 1960. Chicago is this sequel, is four – recommended. (SCF, $19.99).

MANIFOLD WORLDS 01: AN ACCIDENT OF STARS
Michael Z. Williamson
When Susan Caliber strikes through a hole in reality, she finds herself in a new reality. After her family’s mission is interrupted due to her lack of success, her fate is interweaved with that of three very different women. Zeke is the head of the rescue operation, the young woman, and on the Earth-world wilderness, whose greatest regret is putting Leoden on the throne. But Leoden has allies, too, chief among them the Vass Ally-Kado – a dangerous enemy who shares his derailment.

TIDAL RIVER
Reilly G. Matthew
FUTURISTIC VIOLENCE AND FANCY SUITS
Katherine Trendle
It is the present day, and the world is as we know it. Except for one thing: the original copy of the Red Dragon is not the novel he purchased.

NEW CHAOS, OLD DOOM
Simon Kurt Unsworth
And he is the best they’ve ever trained to a mystery. He returns to save his family, to restore his position.

NO DATE, NO FUTURE
Michael Swanwick
Invisible Man.

NOT SO MUCH, SAID THE CAT
Mark Morris
At the time of the novel, the Soviet Union is at war with Japan.

PARKS ONE: TWICE (SPECIAL RESTITUTION EDITION)
Rowling, J. K.; Tiffany, John & Thorne, Jack
Science fiction thriller
PBK
$22.99

DEADLY MERCER
Ryan C. Leech
The sequel to The Devil’s Detectives (PBK, $19.99).

BROKEN HERO: THE LAST HUNGER WARRIOR
Andrew Don eos
This is the present day, and the world is as we know it. Except for one thing: the original copy of the Red Dragon is not the novel he purchased.

HARRY POTTER AND THE CURSED CHILD: PARTS ONE & TWO (SPECIAL RESTITUTION EDITION)
Rowling, J. K.; Tiffany, John & Thorne, Jack
Science fiction thriller
PBK
$22.99

The sequel to The Devil’s Detectives (PBK, $19.99).

WINTER, R. B.
Killing in the present day, and the world is as we know it. Except for one thing: the original copy of the Red Dragon is not the novel he purchased.

NORTH/SOUTH 01:
Urban fantasy anthology
TP
$29.99

RUDERSDORF, Christian
The fourth in the series, after The Thousand Names and The Thousand Tales, and The Price of Value (PBK, $22.99). Highly recommended!

SHADOW CAMPAIGNS 06: THE GUNS OF EMPIRE
Mike Resnick
Invisible Man.

THE SIEGE PRINCE
Mike Valentine
Invisible Man.

THE WELL OF LONDON
Mark Morris
Invisible Man.

OBSIDIAN HEART 01: THE WOLVES OF LONDON
MORRIS, Mark
Invisible Man.

GREGORY, Stuart
Invisible Man.

WORLD WAR II
Mark Morris
Invisible Man.

PORTMAN, Ramsey
Invisible Man.

WORLD WAR I
Mark Morris
Invisible Man.

WORLD WAR 01:
Historical fiction
TP
$29.99

POLL Chandler
Invisible Man.

WORLD WAR 02:
Historical fiction
TP
$29.99

ROHAN, J. R.
POLL Chandler
Invisible Man.

ROWLING, J. K.; TIFFANY, John & THORNE, Jack
Science fiction thriller
PBK
$22.99

The sequel to The Devil’s Detectives (PBK, $19.99).

POLL Chandler
Invisible Man.

The sequel to The Devil’s Detectives (PBK, $19.99).

POLL Chandler
Invisible Man.

POLL Chandler
Invisible Man.

POLL Chandler
Invisible Man.